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ON CAMPUS
EXHIBITION IN THE
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR 
OF ONTARIO’S SUITE
OCAD faculty members have been
invited to exhibit their work in the
suite of Ontario’s Lieutenant
Governor at Queen’s Park from
November 3, 2004, to January
2005. Curated by President Ron
Shuebrook, the exhibition is titled
Commitment and Diversity:
Selected Drawings and Paintings 
by Faculty from the Ontario College
of Art & Design. As noted in
Shuebrook’s curatorial statement,
the exhibit embodies “a broad
range of critical, ideological, aes-
thetic and material strategies and
conventions…. The twenty works
by twenty different artist-educators
attest to the talent, ambition and
accomplishment of OCAD faculty.”
FROM THE PRESIDENT
The grand opening of OCAD’s $42.5-million campus expansion in
September was a momentous occasion. In the evening’s defining
moment, two acrobats were lowered from the roof of the new Sharp
Centre for Design to delight the audience. The beauty, grace and strength
of their performance served as a poignant reminder of the passion and
courage of all those people who have helped OCAD bring its expansion
project to a triumphant conclusion. 
OCAD has now completed the most significant growth in its history, for
which we can all be extremely proud. Its facilities have been enhanced
with new studios and classrooms, work space for faculty and students,
lecture halls and public spaces—all of which will substantially improve the
educational experience and vitality of community life at OCAD. The open-
ing of these facilities also gives us reason to pause and reflect on our
overall achievement as a university. 
As I prepare to complete my term as President in June 2005, it gives me
great pleasure to look back at our unprecedented institutional accom-
plishments in recent years. In addition to providing OCAD with degree-
granting status and a new governance structure, the Ontario government
has also given the university funding parity with equivalent academic 
programs in this province. Other significant initiatives included a new 
faculty memorandum of agreement; official recognition of OCAD degrees
as appropriate credentials for admission to Ontario Teachers Colleges;
and, finally, the collaborative development of a strategic plan. These many
achievements would not have been possible without the collective effort
and expertise of dedicated faculty, staff, academic leaders, students and
many others in the community. 
This fall, OCAD welcomes a new Dean, Blake Fitzpatrick, and several
new faculty members who will invigorate the learning environment even
more with the ideas and knowledge they bring from their diverse experi-
ences. A new research program as well as long-term plans for graduate
degrees will also continue to influence the standards and direction of art
and design education at OCAD. 
As aptly expressed in Marie-Josée Therrien’s article (page 6) in this issue
of Sketch, the community of OCAD will now move forward, continually
challenged by its daily encounter with the inspirational architecture of our
campus. OCAD has nurtured great artists and designers for nearly 128
years. This unique building should stimulate us to reconsider many settled
assumptions and to strive for standards of excellence and innovation
predicated on ethical values as well as on a commitment to cultural and
artistic diversity. I am very proud that at the completion of my term,
OCAD is poised to accept the responsibilities of educational leadership
and to make significant advances in the study and practice of art and
design in Canada.
—RON SHUEBROOK
OCAD DEGREES
RECOGNIZED
In June the Ontario Cabinet
amended the legislation governing
the Ontario College of Teachers.
New regulations provide for the
inclusion of the OCAD BFA and
BDes as "acceptable degrees" 
for admission to the teaching pro-
fession in Ontario, in combination
with a BEd program at an Ontario
university.
This change makes OCAD's newly
obtained credentials significantly
more valuable. In addition, the
province itself will benefit from the
contributions to art and design
education made by our alumni in
the classrooms of Ontario.
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NEW SERVICES TO ENHANCE
LIFE AT OCAD 
The new Centre for Advising, First-
Year & Campus Life is now open to
provide programs and advice to
ensure students of all years enjoy a
successful learning experience.
The Centre’s mandate includes
facilitating the First-Year classroom
and studio experience for both fac-
ulty and students; providing aca-
demic counselling in all areas from
course selection and degree
requirements to graduate school
options; and organizing specialized
programs, such as Orientation
Week, career services, parent infor-
mation sessions and assistance for
international students. A new online
job board is being launched this fall
to help connect our pool of stu-
dents and recent graduates with
employers looking for the distinc-
tive skills and knowledge for which
the OCAD community is famous.
FIRST CHANCELLOR 
FOR OCAD
Never before in OCAD’s 128-year
history has the College had a
chancellor—the ceremonial head of
a university. But on Tuesday,
November 9, 2004, in a special
ceremony in the Nora E. Vaughan
Wing at 100 McCaul Street, alum-
na Rosalie Sharp will dramatize
OCAD’s new status by assuming
this role.
Although most visible when presid-
ing at Convocation, the Chancellor
will function in the broader commu-
nity as the living symbol of OCAD’s
values. She will attend award 
ceremonies and College events 
and will represent students, faculty
and staff on significant occasions.
Following the installation of the
Chancellor, a fall Convocation cere-
mony—another first for OCAD—will
graduate students who completed
their credit requirements over the
summer. 
A NEW RESEARCH CULTURE AT OCAD 
of their work,” she says. “The
greatest hindrance we’ve had as a
community is the lack of under-
standing among funders of what
research is in art and design, and
this has handicapped our ability to
attract resources.”
Views are changing, McKinnon
notes. Only a year ago, the federal
Social Sciences and Humanities
Research Council of Canada
(SSHRC) made funds available by
competition for practice-based
research, offering an important
funding source for OCAD faculty.
The only hitch, according to
McKinnon, is that OCAD must be
designated an eligible institution,
but she is confident that will come
this fall. 
A major research thrust will have an
enormous impact on the learning
and teaching environment at
OCAD, as it has had in the universi-
ty community across Canada.
“More research activity will help put
our faculty at the forefront of their
fields and expand their reputations
internationally,”  McKinnon explains.
As OCAD has the largest faculty in
Canada dedicated to art and
design education, our collective
contribution to advancing knowl-
edge in the disciplines will be a real
force for furthering Canadian visual
culture.” 
A new Research Services Office 
will work as an umbrella 
support unit to advance research
efforts in two major areas. The first
is broad-based research—“pure
research,” in the traditional aca-
demic sense. Initiatives in this cate-
gory will benefit from the guidance
of two faculty coordinators: Lynne
Milgram, Professor of Liberal
Studies, and Richard Fung,
Associate Professor, Faculty of Art.
Milgram and Fung will work with
faculty to identify new funding
sources and will mentor faculty on
making successful proposals. Both
know the funding process well.
Milgram, a current SSHRC research
grant holder, has received numer-
ous grants over the years for proj-
ects on the cultural politics of
social change in the Philippines.
Fung, who also has received many
production and development
grants, is finishing work made pos-
sible by a Canada Council
Research/Creation grant. He has
recently been a successful co-
applicant for a SSHRC networking
grant in Image, Text, Sound and
Technology.
The second area of focus is
“applied research,” which
McKinnon defines as partnership
projects meeting the needs of the
collaborating institution. To spear-
head this area of research, OCAD
has established a new division, the
Beal Research Centre (BRC), direct-
ed by Alexander Manu, Faculty of
Design Professor and Chair of the
Industrial Design program. >>>
Research has always been implicit
in the practice and scholarship of
visual culture, because a creator in
art or design must amass knowl-
edge, test theories and explore
technical possibilities. The time and
resources dedicated to research in
scholarship and practice are often
significant. Many months—even
years—of study and strategy may
be required to break new ground
and to achieve an original body of
artwork or a fresh and successful
design concept. 
At OCAD, research is about to
become a far more explicit activity,
bringing about a major shift in our
institutional culture, anticipates
Vice-President, Academic, Sarah
McKinnon. “By giving more support
and focus to the research efforts of
our faculty, we’re hoping to encour-
age more activity in this vital area
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WHODUNIT?
Whodunit? OCAD Mystery Art Sale,
the College’s hugely successful
fundraising event, will take place
from November 24 to 28, 2004.
Students, faculty, staff and alumni
are invited to join other artists,
designers and creative celebrities in
creating original works of art meas-
uring 5 1/2”  by 7 1/2” . Each piece sells
at a price of $75, the mystery being
that, with the artist’s signature on
the back of the work, Whodunit is
revealed only after purchase. Any
medium is acceptable. Cards, cut
to size (generously supplied by
Curry’s Artists’ Materials), are pro-
vided in artist packs. Whodunit? is
unique in bringing together all
members of the OCAD community
in support of a common goal—to
raise funds for the College. This is
an event you will want to be part of!
For information about Whodunit? or
to request an artist’s pack, please
contact Ellen Bruce at 416-977-
6000, ext. 481, or email
ebruce@ocad.on.ca.
ON CAMPUS
Located on the sixth floor of the
Sharp Centre for Design, the BRC
was made possible by the gener-
ous gift of Nancy Beal Young, an
OCAD alumna. The BRC is named
in honour of Nancy’s family, which
has a history of involvement and
interest in art and design.
“A physical home for OCAD’s initia-
tives in design research has long
been a priority,”  says Lenore
Richards, Dean of the Faculty of
Design. “We’ve taken on many
projects with external partners, but
without a proper infrastructure, they
have been difficult to manage.
Now, with a Centre, we will make
significant progress in an untapped
area of expertise at OCAD.” 
“The Centre will build on core
strengths in methodology at
OCAD,” says Manu. The Faculty of
Design curriculum has long empha-
sized a unique approach that pro-
motes innovation and strategy
development early in the design
process. This approach will form
the foundation of the new BRC. 
The “applied” aspect of the
research means outcomes that will
translate into products, goods or
services that contribute to GNP.
“We anticipate that, as our areas of
expertise develop, new knowledge
will feed back into the larger learn-
ing environment at OCAD, encour-
aging innovation and exploration,”
adds Manu.
GIVING STUDENTS THEIR START
PRINTMAKING
SCHOLARSHIP WILL MAKE 
A DIFFERENCE
From an early age, Sharon Merkur
(’73) loved drawing and painting
but pursued an art education only
after starting her family. She
enrolled at the College in 1960,
studied for three years and, after a
break, returned to the College in
1972 to finish her final year and
graduate in 1973. A passionate
printmaker, Merkur created a com-
plex reductive woodcut technique.
Sharon ran her own gallery from
1975 to 1978, promoting printmak-
ers and painters.
Sharon Merkur died in September
2002. This past June, her wish to
make a difference in a young
artist’s life came true when the
scholarship in her memory was
awarded for the first time to 
Nigel Nolan.
Wendy Cain, Chair of OCAD’s
Printmaking program, recalls work-
ing with Merkur as students in the
1970s. “ I can still remember how
she made her prints sing. Her use
of colour and overlays created
some of the most luminous prints I
have ever seen.”
On learning in 2002 that she had
cancer, Merkur told her family and
friends that she wanted to leave a
legacy that would help someone
else to pursue a career as an artist.
Over the last two years, her family
and friends endowed a fund to
support the Sharon Merkur
Memorial Scholarship, which will
be awarded to a third-year student
for mixed-media printmaking tech-
niques that include woodcut.
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PRESIDENTIAL SEARCH
UNDER WAY
OCAD is conducting a presidential
search to select an incumbent, who
will take office following the com-
pletion of Ron Shuebrook’s term on
June 30, 2005. The process is led
by a search committee composed
of representatives of OCAD’s many
constituencies, including alumni.
This committee, assisted by Libby
Dybikowski of Provence Consulting
Inc., has already begun to advertise
nationally and to consult with the
community. To comment on or
assist in this important process, or
to view a summary of the position,
please visit www.ocad.ca or 
e-mail ndavis@ocad.on.ca.
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A BEQUEST TO ENCOURAGE
YOUNG ARTISTS AND
DESIGNERS
Ira Buhot-Perry (’72) loved her four
years at the College. Now she’s
helping future students enjoy the
same opportunities she had. She
has made a bequest to OCAD that
will establish an endowment fund
to provide financial assistance for
students in need. “ It was very easy
to include a gift to the College in
my will, and I’m so happy to have
found a way to say thank you for
the wonderful experience I had
there as a student.”
Buhot-Perry credits the College
with “opening the doors that would
lead me to my future.”  In her last
year at OCAD, a faculty member
brought a psychiatrist to the class-
room to introduce students to the
emerging field of art therapy.
Excited by this new approach,
Buhot-Perry spent the next year
working in art therapy at the Queen
Street Mental Health Centre and
the Salvation Army’s children’s
home. As the College did not offer
the degree that she needed to
apply for formal training in art ther-
apy, she headed off to the Nova
Scotia College of Art & Design for
a BFA. At NSCAD, her life again
took a new course, leading her to
take a position, following gradua-
tion, with the Halifax Board of
Education where she taught art
until she retired in 1995.
Even as a child, Buhot-Perry cared
about art and design. She believes
that young people like herself
should be encouraged. “ It’s impor-
tant to support the emerging artists
and designers who will make our
world richer and more fascinating.”
Thanks to her, more support will be
there for young artists and design-
ers at OCAD.
FROM LISMER TO
MCCARTHY—
CONTINUING THE LEGACY
Distinguished OCA alumna Doris
McCarthy (’30) turned 93 on July 7,
2004. McCarthy holds five honorary
doctorates, including an OCAD
Honorary Fellowship, and was
admitted to the Order of Canada in
1986 and the Order of Ontario in
1992. Several months after her last
birthday, she gave OCAD a sub-
stantial gift of $100,000 for an
endowed scholarship providing full
tuition for a talented first-year stu-
dent in art or design, based on a
portfolio review and high-school
grades. The first McCarthy scholar-
ship was awarded in August to Soo
Jin (Anness) Park. Explaining her
gift as reciprocity, McCarthy says,
“A scholarship to study full-time at
OCA, awarded to me when I was
16, changed the direction of my
life. I am forever grateful to it. It
pleases me to offer the same
opportunity to generations of 
artists to come.”  
McCarthy’s modesty and generosi-
ty have endeared her to the artistic
community. Her studio assistant,
Linda Mackey, notes that the
“scholarship is just a small part of
what she’s done. She has encour-
aged and inspired so many.”
In 1926 McCarthy began to study
at OCA on a full-time day scholar-
ship awarded by Group of Seven
member Arthur Lismer. She gradu-
ated from the College in 1930 with
honours and special prizes.
McCarthy says, “Arthur Lismer in
the first year gave me the inspira-
tion, the excitement, the motivation,
that kept me happy all the way
through.”
After OCA, the joys of creation and
mentorship dominated McCarthy’s
life. For 40 years, she taught visual
art at Central Technical School,
sharing with her students photo-
graphs and sketches from her trav-
els. She made her first trip to the
Arctic in 1972 and has journeyed
undauntedly to every province and
territory in Canada. According to
Mackey, McCarthy “has seen so
many icebergs, mainly in the high
Arctic,”  where she has captured
chillingly majestic landscapes on
canvas in oils. Mackey also says
that, appropriately, McCarthy’s
newly created Iceberg with Icicles
is the signature painting of the
Doris McCarthy Gallery, which
opened in the University of Toronto
at Scarborough in March 2004. 
A retrospective of McCarthy’s work
launched this gallery, which will
provide eastern Greater Toronto
with one-of-a-kind exhibition space
for leading contemporary art.
This year, McCarthy visited Ireland
and Baffin Island and is planning a
trip to Jasper, Alberta. Now paint-
ing full time, she continues to live in
Fool’s Paradise, her home on the
Scarborough Bluffs. In 1998,
McCarthy donated Fool’s Paradise
to the Ontario Heritage Foundation
to be used as an artist’s studio in
perpetuity.
The Doris McCarthy Scholarship
will help to sustain the creativity
that OCA nourished in McCarthy
many years ago. Today’s art and
design students will walk down
corridors at OCAD that are different
from those McCarthy remembers,
but like McCarthy, they will enjoy
the opportunity to revel in challeng-
ing acts of creation. As Mackey
says, McCarthy’s endowment will
“continue the legacy” of its donor,
whose advice for OCAD students 
is simple and meaningful: 
“Work hard.”
NOTE: On October 24, Doris
McCarthy launched her latest
memoir, Doris McCarthy: Ninety
Years Wise. Focusing on her
92nd summer and those she
spent on Georgian Bay, the
memoir is illustrated with
images of McCarthy’s work and
photographs of herself, her
friends, colleagues and her
home.
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SHARP CENTRE
FOR DESIGN: 
Much has been written on the architectural significance of the Sharp
Centre. More relevant to its community of users is the question of
whether this “beacon of creativity” will inspire future generations. For 
an art school, is that not what matters most? 
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Faculty now have a building that
can be both the point of departure
for stimulating critical analysis and
an example for students of what to
aspire to. Now the real test will be
to see how the “table top” (the
most prosaic of its numerous
metaphorical nicknames) inspires
fresh cohorts of artists and design-
ers over the long term. At this point,
we can only speculate, but the
prospects are promising and may
owe much to the creative process
that resulted in the construction of
an icon endowed with an unusual
power of poetic evocation. 
Selecting the British architect
William Alsop, who is also a painter
and a teacher, was like hiring an
architect/surgeon to design a hos-
pital. The odour of oil paint impreg-
nating the walls at OCAD was to
Alsop like ether to a surgeon. From
these emanations Alsop under-
stood the nature of OCAD—an art
school that has kept a place for tra-
ditional artistic practices alongside
contemporary ones. He was on
familiar ground. For Alsop, painting
is a primary source of inspiration.
The bodily gesture and the liberat-
ing effect of the creative process in
this medium allow him to think
freely—to find the idea first—
without the inhibition of practical
constraints, which always take the
foreground during the collaborative
stages of planning. 
It comes as no surprise that Alsop
insists so much on the importance
of this first liberating step in the
creative process, as the U.K is
more accepting of highly experi-
mental solutions—even utopian
projects like those of Archigram
and Cedric Price, both of whom
influenced Alsop. He is also familiar
with the tradition of working closely
with engineers whose creative
inputs contribute to the making of
daring architectural statements.
>>>
A BOLD VISION AND AN ICON 
FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS
“ At night, the building appeared to me like an animated creature
with colourful legs that had decided to take a rest over top of 
my school. It had a weird charm about it. In a city of formal, 
mundane business and apartment buildings, the Sharp Centre
seemed like that quirky, yet unique, kid that stood out amongst
her classmates. The building is definitely different, yet it is 
something that will always be refreshing to see. Whether the
comments I hear about the building are good or bad, I always
feel a sense of pride that my school makes people stop and
think. The effect the building has on our city is something we
should strive for in the work that we, as students, try to produce:
making a difference and encouraging people to have an opinion.”
JENNIFER MECIJA, SECOND-YEAR INDUSTRIAL DESIGN STUDENT
OPPOSITE
SHARP CENTRE 
FOR DESIGN
PHOTO BY 
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In Toronto, Alsop continued to
employ his paint and brushes as he
began a series of consultations
with the client and the larger com-
munity of occupants and neigh-
bours. He intended to involve any-
one interested in the creative
process inherent to the practice of
architecture. Drawing on these con-
versations, Alsop designed solu-
tions that redefine the way users
engage with their environment.
Rather than imposing a signature
piece, Alsop, in a joint venture with
Toronto’s Robbie/Young + Wright
Architects, Ltd., pursued his explo-
ration of different scenarios that
were also being shaped by the
constraints inevitable to the realiza-
tion of a building. But since the
idea came first, concrete solutions
were found that supported it. 
By elevating the new structure on
inclined, crayon-like columns,
Alsop has transformed the habit of
going to school into a stage event.
The already animated McCaul
Street is now protected on the
west side by the “ table top,”  which
provides a sheltered space for
coincidental encounters, while the
gigantic whimsical colonnade
enhances the feeling of being part
of a procession. The need for con-
vivial space is something that
Alsop has retained from his 
experience of Charles Rennie
Mackintosh’s Glasgow School of
Art. In Glasgow, as at OCAD, stu-
dents and faculty meet in circula-
tion areas outside the classrooms,
where the creative process can
continue. For residents of the
neighbourhood, the urban land-
scape has been reframed with
uplifting views. For the occasional
passerby, the new building is a
landmark that deserves a detour:
one first encounters the Dalmatian-
patterned box as a playful surprise
in the sky, and then, from a closer
vantage point, is astounded by the
technological prowess of its
immense twelve stilts, each
weighting 20 tonnes. 
The section of McCaul Street
between Dundas and Queen is now
a real, identifiable downtown cam-
pus, as the multicoloured scheme
is carried from the old historical
property at the south of the “flying
rectangle” to the dark red adminis-
tration building at the corner of
Dundas. This bold colour palette
will enliven everyday life for the res-
idents of McCaul Street, especially
during dull winter days. As for the
Sharp Centre, it might be way up in
the air, but it has served as a cata-
lyst to ground the College more
fully at the core of the city. No ivory
tower here. 
Once you’re inside, the stark walls
and bare concrete floors within the
large volume of the Great Hall first
send a message of coldness.
Alsop’s scheme with the red “X”
sliced through the ceilings con-
trasts with the Spartan whiteness
of the walls in an homage to the
Russian avant-garde Suprematist
movement—a daring revolutionary
moment in art history, when artists
took great risks. That historical ref-
erence creates an appropriate
didactic bridge between the old
and the new, reminding students
that contemporary art is intricately
linked to the past, even though
artists constantly rebelled against
it. There is more than a lesson of
history in this startling white ambi-
ence. Alsop has bowed before the
artists, understanding from his
own experience what they will
contribute to his work of art. 
A work of signature architecture
does not leave much space for
other artistic interventions. Here,
the unadorned surfaces should
acquire a life of their own over
“ With the Sharp Centre, OCAD has demonstrated its attachment to
creativity and ideas, rather than practicality and affordability.… 
It is a demonstration of OCAD’s attachment to history, future and,
most important, ART (& Design). By building the new structure,
OCAD has preserved its soul.” 
VLADIMIR RODOYKOV, SECOND-YEAR DRAWING & PAINTING STUDENT
“The Sharp Centre, with its large windows, checkered body and
floating box, may be reduced to these elements alone and 
criticized for them, but the soul of the project does not lie in
pleasing or displeasing the city.… It lies in developing intellectual
freedom, exciting interest in Toronto’s arts community and 
furthering the long-term goal of creative liberation. To address
those who think otherwise, the Sharp Centre is fulfilling its 
duty to resist and propelling this idea into the limelight. And 
isn't this part of the OCAD program?”
DENISE PINTO, SECOND-YEAR INDUSTRIAL DESIGN STUDENT
ABOVE
OCAD GREAT HALL
PHOTO BY 
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time, just as the walls of the old
buildings have witnessed many
generations of artistic experiment. 
Alsop also provided unique niches
for inspiration with a concert of
windows offering dramatic views of
the city and a chance to daydream.
Even though we, as faculty mem-
bers, must sometimes call our stu-
dents to attention (that, too, is part
of the creative process!), these win-
dows, with their large frames, are
ingenious alcoves—the perfect
refuge for a contemplative mood
from which ideas may emerge. The
students may be in a box, but it is
a box that opens up to the world
from a variety of perspectives. 
The Sharp Centre for Design and
the new profile of the OCAD cam-
pus leave no one indifferent. Both
good and bad assessments have
appeared in local and international
media, and many have come from
around the world to see this build-
ing. The daring complex is sending
the right message: an art school
should stand out as paragon of cre-
ativity, while living in harmony with
its neighbourhood. The challenge of
opting for a visionary idea has
borne fruit. The new campus brings
humour to Toronto’s version of a
Latin quarter, and its rich power of
evocation has begun to inspire our
students. The strength of the build-
ing as an icon is still unknown. It
will be measured by the quality of
the ideas that emerge from its
structure and by whether its power
to inspire continues over time.
On September 23, OCAD hosted a grand opening celebration to mark
the completion of its $42.5-million campus expansion. The closing of
McCaul Street to traffic freed up the space for colleagues, donors,
friends, students, alumni and neighbours to share an exhilarating
moment in the history of OCAD. As acrobats graced the sky with dar-
ing tumbles and twirls, the crowd clearly understood that this occasion
was much more than a celebration of new bricks and mortar. 
As highlighted by President Ron Shuebrook in his speech, Canada’s
largest art and design university not only has a much improved 
physical campus, but has also achieved a new status as a degree-
granting institution in Ontario. The architectural design of its new
campus now stands as a symbol for all Canadians of the importance
of creativity in our world.
A multicoloured ribbon created by Robert Wylie and faculty member
William Hodge floated down from the roof to the stage party below,
which included Special Patrons Rosalie and Isadore Sharp; Minister
Monte Kwinter; Councillor Olivia Chow; President Ron Shuebrook;
Chair Colin Graham of the Board of Governors; VP Academic Sarah
McKinnon; VP Administration Peter Caldwell; Professor Keith
Rushton; Alumni Association President David Berg; Student Union
representative Erin Jacobson; Chair George Butterfield of the IDEAS
NEED SPACE Campaign; and architects Will Alsop and Jamie Wright.
The September 23 celebration acknowledged and thanked the many
supporters of the project, entertaining these revellers with free bever-
ages (courtesy of Coca-Cola), kebabs, cake by Creative Cakes, doo-
dling and a live performance by new Toronto band Pilate, which has
links to the College.
OCAD FLYING HIGH
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Dr. Marie-Josée Therrien is an Adjunct
Assistant Professor in the Faculty of Liberal
Studies and an architectural historian whose
forthcoming book on the architecture of
Canadian embassies will be published in the
spring of 2005. Prior to teaching at OCAD, 
Dr. Therrien worked at the Canadian Museum
of Civilization, the National Film Board of
Canada and the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts.
IDEAS NEED SPACE
GROUNDED ON McCAUL
For a different view of the new
OCAD campus, look south of the
main building at 100 McCaul Street.
In an area that was once wrapped in
chain-link fences and scattered with
construction debris, OCAD now has
outdoor grounds that offer a con-
templative retreat for even the most
enthusiastic urbanite. Drenched in
sunshine most of the day and undu-
lating with hard and soft landscap-
ing threaded with paths, this space
will be shared by neighbours and
the OCAD community alike. 
The parkland has been designed by
Alsop Architects and Robbie, Young
+ Wright Architects, in conjunction
with Yuk-Woo Lee Landscape
Architect. Many see the park as the
jewel in Alsop’s campus redesign.
Where the College had expected its
main expansion to rise in the foot-
print of this location, Alsop pro-
posed green space that would link
McCaul Street to Grange Park at its
western border. The final connection
will be made when a parcel of land
owned by the Art Gallery of Ontario
is converted to parkland next spring.
Fittingly, the College is naming this
refreshing space Butterfield Park in
honour of George Butterfield, Chair
of the IDEAS NEED SPACE cam-
paign, and his wife, Martha, who
share a great passion for the out-
doors and the arts. The park was
named in recognition of the
Butterfields’ decision to increase
their already-generous donation to
$500,000. 
In response to the official naming,
Butterfield commented, “Martha and
I are connected to OCAD in many
ways—to talented artists that have
become lifelong friends, to graphic
designers who have brilliantly
helped our business flourish, to staff
and faculty members that we
respect enormously—and Martha
was on the Governing Council for
six years. In the last three years, we
have helped OCAD make its new
dream building, the Sharp Centre for
Design, become reality. The small
park under the Sharp Centre is one
of Toronto’s finest outside civic
spaces.... To have our name associ-
ated with this space makes us feel
proud and honoured.”
At the southeast corner of
Butterfield Park, the building at 74-
76 McCaul dons a new contempo-
rary look, thanks to a generous
campaign donation from
Aboveground Art Supplies. The
exterior enhancements were
designed by the Faculty of Design’s
Assistant Dean, Colleen Reid, a
practicing architect. Reid’s concept
was to marry the sensibility of a
Victorian painted lady with a toy
box. Her playful treatment highlights
the architectural features of this
period building—the last remaining
Victorian row house on the street. It
also anchors the south end of the
OCAD campus. The OCAD campus
now includes three centuries of
architecture—all very different build-
ings linked by a common vocabulary
in such details as ramps and 
railings.
Aboveground Art Supplies has
occupied 74-76 McCaul Street for
the past seven years, an arrange-
ment that owner Fred Gold believed
from the beginning would be a
“win/win situation” for himself and
the College. In reflecting on his
donation and long association with
OCAD, Gold noted, “It’s great to be
part of such an amazing develop-
ment and new Toronto landmark. I
love the new Sharp Centre for
Design, and it was my pleasure to
make a worthy investment in a
beautiful historic building. I think the
facelift does a great job of bringing
old and new together.”
The IDEAS NEED SPACE
Campaign has now raised 91% of
its $42.5 million goal—more than
$38.5 million! Thanks to the gen-
erosity of the Butterfields, Fred
Gold and many others, the cam-
paign has found the resources nec-
essary to make a dream come true
for OCAD. Watch for our spring
2005 issue of Sketch, where we will
provide a comprehensive listing of
the many warm-hearted campaign
donors, whose shared vision for
visual culture in Canada has been
so pivotal to our completing this
expansion. There is still time to get
on board and help the College
achieve its goal. For more informa-
tion, contact Sarah Eyton at 
416-977-6000.
Highlights of Recent Gifts and Pledges
Anonymous $250,000
Adobe Systems Incorporated 138,000
The Barford Foundation 100,000
Aboveground Art Supplies 50,000
Morgan Stanley Canada Limited 50,000
Epson Canada Inc. 47,000
Foote Cone & Belding Canada 35,000
Interface Flooring Systems (Canada) Inc. 26,000
Martha Durdin and Tony Caldwell 35,000
Gorrie Marketing Services 25,000
The Lloyd Carr-Harris Foundation 25,000
Ogilvy & Mather 25,000
Tim and Frances Price 25,000
PLM Group 15,000
Wenger Corporation 15,000
Richard and Heather Thomson 13,000
Jones Brown Inc. 12,500
Highlights of Recently Increased Gifts and Pledges
George and Martha Butterfield $143,000 (total $500,000)
Michael and Honor de Pencier 21,000 (total 300,000)
Nienkämper 170,000 (total 195,000)
Elizabeth and Goulding Lambert 55,000 (total 155,000)
Nancy Lang and Roger Martin 50,000 (total 105,000)
Brian and Francine Chu 25,000 (total 40,000)
Michael and Janet Scott 25,000 (total 35,000)
Y & R 10,000 (total 35,000)
Jim and Jane McMyn 10,000 (total 27,000)
GEORGE BUTTERFIELD. PHOTO BY TOM SANDLER
TEACH, 
LEARN& 
WARN
BY VID INGELEVICS
BLAKE FITZPATRICK:
In November 2003, Blake Fitzpatrick and I
were on our way to Washington, D.C., to
begin a collaborative photography project—
a consideration of fragments of the Berlin
Wall, assembled in the epicentre of the 
Cold War “victory.”  At one point in the flight,
Blake asked, “So, do you think I should
apply for that job at OCAD?” The rest is, 
as they say, history.  >>>
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I cannot claim that my reply was
decisive for Blake (he consulted
many), but I well knew he was
highly qualified for the position he
now holds at our College. He has
both ample experience in adminis-
tration and teaching at Durham
College and Trent University and a
love of learning that took him from
a BAA at Ryerson University to an
MA at Ohio State University and
culminated in a doctorate from the
Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education (OISE) in 2002. And he
has the third significant qualifica-
tion that our search committee at
OCAD considered a crucial attrib-
ute for any Dean of the Faculty of
Art—an ongoing art practice.
Blake’s earliest artistic influences
came just after high school in the
mid-1970s. His plans to study liter-
ature at university were waylaid by
his discovery of the book The
Americans by Swiss photographer
Robert Frank. Initially attracted by
Jack Kerouac’s introduction, Blake
was “blown away” by the photos.
Frank’s off-hand, anti-formalist
style and biting critical edge pre-
sented a mystery that needed to
be solved.
This encounter led to Blake’s tak-
ing up photography and to an
enduring identification with Frank’s
concern for the signs of power in
the realm of the everyday.  A few
years later, discovering the work of
the artist, theorist and teacher
Allan Sekula, author of the seminal
essay “On the Invention of
Photographic Meaning,”  Blake
seized the chance to study with
BELOW
BLAKE FITZPATRICK
RESEARCH
PHOTOGRAPHS:
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him at Ohio State University. He
graduated in 1984 with an MA and
an admiration for Sekula’s way of
connecting history and theory with-
in a research-based art practice.
Tellingly, Blake’s thesis work at
Ohio State raised questions
through photography about the
nature of the scientific research
being carried out at the university.
Sekula’s influence is evident in
several of Blake’s key artistic post-
graduate projects involving inten-
sive investigation of often-invisible
social concerns. In 1984 Blake was
selected for an artist’s residency at
the National Museum of Science
and Technology in Ottawa. Far
from providing a pleasant set of
“artsy” photographs that might
help to promote the museum,
Blake and his camera did some-
thing very different. Already
attuned to the play of power within
an institution, Blake noted the hier-
archically ordered photo-ID tags at
the employees’ entrance to the
museum. He decided to link the
tags on the bottom half of the
board with photographs of the
employees’ jobs—custodians,
guards, preparators—ignoring the
museum’s curators and director.
Needless to say, Blake’s stay at the
museum did not go smoothly, but
the resulting photographs were
probably the first ever made that
considered the social nature of that
institution. As such, they are far
more valuable today than a few
new postcard-quality photos of the
museum could ever have been.
Blake’s project was followed by a
long-term study of the history and
effects of the uranium-processing
industry on the town of Port Hope,
near Oshawa, Ontario, where Blake
and his young family were living. In
an installation entitled Uranium
Landscapes, first seen at Gallery
TPW in Toronto in 1995, Blake
tracked the complex and often
startling threads leading back to
mining company Eldorado Nuclear.
One poignant set of images depict-
ed the interior of the Port Hope
house of Marcel Pochon after his
death. Pochon had been a lead
scientist at Eldorado and a partici-
pant in the Manhattan Project, the
secret American group that devel-
oped the atomic bomb dropped on
Hiroshima, Japan, on August 6,
1945. Pochon’s house had to be
gutted because of the accumulated
radioactivity he had brought home
from work over the many years he
had lived there. His former posses-
sions, including family photographs
and stuffed animals, were covered
with red dots, affixed by the
cleanup crew to mark “hot spots”
that he had repeatedly touched. 
>>>
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Uranium Landscapes led to a 
well-received curatorial project on
the Atomic Photographers Guild.
That exhibition toured extensively,
including a stop at the
Diefenbunker, a decommissioned
Cold War–era fallout shelter near
Ottawa for government officials.
Blake’s immersion in the work of
the guild became the heart of his
doctoral dissertation at OISE. By
taking the interdisciplinary
approach of blending studies in
education with his art practice,
Blake was able to put the theories
and tactics of photograph-based
documentary to the foreground. 
Blake points to the etymology of
the word “document”—teaching,
instruction and warning—as the
foundation of his dissertation’s
consideration of the Atomic
Photographers. These terms are
also fundamental to Blake’s art
practice, suggesting strong links
between art and pedagogy. During
his long teaching career, Blake,
through his work, has shown his
students how art can function as
an imaginative research project,
illustrating the many unexpected
forms that learning takes. 
In the fall of 2004, with the 
presentation of the exhibition 
Slabs and Slivers> Reunification
Proceeds>Washington, D.C., at
Toronto’s Goethe Institute, Blake
continued to explore the possibili-
ties of an art through which one
can learn, instruct and warn. 
Vid Ingelevics is a Toronto artist and inde-
pendent curator and writer. He is an
Adjunct Associate Professor at OCAD
teaching in the fields of Photography and
Criticism and Curatorial Practice. His art-
work and curatorial projects have shown
across Canada and Europe, most recently
at Toronto's Goethe Institute and the
Sprengel Museum in Hanover, Germany.
His writing on art has appeared in many
publications, including Canadian Art, C,
Fuse, CV Photo, Blackflash, and The
Journal of Visual Resources.
BLAKE FITZPATRICK
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STAMP OF APPROVAL
Debbie Adams (Communication &
Design, ’83) has designed four new
stamps for Canada Post to cele-
brate the 50th anniversary of the
opening of Canada’s first subway
and to honour Canadian urban tran-
sit and light-rail trains. Adams has
designed several stamps over the
years, including the very popular
kite set in 1999. This latest set
depicts four different subway or
light-rail systems: Toronto's subway,
Vancouver’s TransLink SkyTrain,
Montreal’s Métro and Calgary’s C-
Train. The design focuses on move-
ment, evoking a sense of speed
and efficiency. The patterns mimic
each line’s own unique design,
while showcasing the logo of the
transit company. The full pane of
stamps offers a visually stunning
image of rapid movement.
DEVINE INSPIRATION
Bonnie Devine (Sculpture/
Installation, ’97) turns history into
art in her critically acclaimed show,
Bonnie Devine: Stories from the
Shield, which exhibited at the 
Art Gallery of Algoma, Sault Ste.
Marie; Woodland Cultural Centre,
Brantford; Urban Shaman,
Winnipeg; Art Gallery of Sudbury;
and Hart House, University of
Toronto. The show was curated by
OCAD faculty member Diane
Pugen. Through the traditional and
contemporary media of drawing,
craft techniques, sculpture and
video, Devine’s multimedia exhibi-
tion tells the story of the 1953 urani-
um discovery near Elliot Lake,
Ontario. The work of Devine, a
member of Serpent River First
Nation, shows the impact of mining
on the environment and the people
of Serpent River.
ALUMNI NOTES
OLYMPICS OF ART
Just when we thought the Olympics
were only about sports, OCAD
alumna J Mac (Communication &
Design, ’63) was chosen to carry
the torch at ARTiade 2004: The
Visual Olympics of Art, which ran in
conjunction with the Olympic
games in Athens. ARTiade’s aim
was to express the cultural identi-
ties of represented nations through
the exhibiting artists’ work. One of
four Canadian artists chosen to rep-
resent Canada in the show, J Mac
exhibited Silent Memory, a sculpture
depicting strength overcoming
adversity. J Mac’s work was chosen
from more than 4,500 entries by a
group of international artists from
five continents. 
FUNKY JEWELLERY A HIT
Kari Lynn Bianchi’s (Fine Art, ’00)
clay jewellery stirred up quite a fuss
at Toronto’s Fashion Week, and now
the one-of-a-kind pieces are being
snapped up at Toronto stores carry-
ing her bracelets, arm cuffs, neck-
laces and belts. Each piece is hand-
built, fired twice for strength, glazed
in rich hues and adorned with semi-
precious stones and unusual beads.
The process takes about two weeks
to complete.
INTERNATIONAL EXPERTISE
Roger Ball (Industrial Design, ’83)
has accepted an assistant profes-
sorship at the Hong Kong Poly-
technic University’s School of
Design, starting August 1, 2004. He
will become the director of the
newly formed Asian Ergonomic Lab,
teaching design and conducting
design research in ergonomics and
anthropometrics. Ball was an
instructor in the OCAD Industrial
Design department for 18 years,
serving four years as assistant head
and a year as the department’s
head. He has won numerous design
awards, including Business Week’s
Best Product of the Year award in
1998 for his Skycap snowboard hel-
met. His products have sold well
over eight million copies worldwide.
DANBY AND THE LAND
The highly anticipated unveiling of internationally acclaimed Canadian
artist Ken Danby’s (Fine Arts, ’60) newest and largest exhibition of paint-
ings took place at the Carrier Gallery in Toronto on October 2. The show,
entitled Land, Water & Light: Ken Danby Landscapes, consists of 50 paint-
ings depicting Canadian and other landscapes. “I have always preferred
simply to respond to life in whatever direction I encounter it,”  says Danby,
“and, as a result of various circumstances and influences in recent years, I
have found myself re-examining what I call ‘pure landscapes’—Mother
Nature’s offering of the elements.” A separate adjoining exhibition, entitled
Canadian Icons, offers a special presentation of Danby’s more recent
images of hockey, along with the original studies, including The Great
Farewell (the official retirement portrait of Wayne Gretzky) and Hockey
Night in Canada, commemorating CBC TV’s 50th anniversary. In 1998,
Danby’s exhibition at the Carrier Gallery attracted 10,000 people over four
weeks and established a national sales record for new work by a living
artist. In the intervening six years, Danby has remained busy with special
projects and new works, including a solo show in New York. In the same
period, he was awarded some of Canada’s highest honours—the Order of
Canada, the Order of Ontario and the Queen's Golden Jubilee Medal, as
well as a designation by the Government of Ontario as a Champion of the
Great Lakes Heritage Coast.
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FROM OCAD TO JAPAN
When the design director for
Mitsubishi Electric came to the Pratt
Institute to recruit students for his
team in Kamakura City, Japan,
seven students applied, but it was
Karl Wong (Industrial Design, ’97)
winner of the OCAD Industrial
Design medal, who was selected.
After Mitsubishi Electric had inter-
viewed candidates from approxi-
mately 20 schools around the
world, Wong was among the three
student designers hired to work in
Japan. Starting this fall, Wong will
be designing for the home-appli-
ance division, focusing on products
such as vacuum cleaners,
microwaves, filtration devices, air
conditioners, refrigerators, stoves,
ovens and range hoods. Working on
every aspect of the design from
aesthetics to functionality, he and
the other designers on the team will
take each product from the concep-
tual stage to final production.
WHEREFORE ART THOU
Nigel Smith’s (Communication &
Design, ’85) company, Hahn Smith
Designs, has moved into the realm
of product design with its “ literary”
shower curtains and bed linens on
which are printed the entire text of
Romeo and Juliet. Designed exclu-
sively for Caban, the script of the
play is silk-screened in black text
on the fabric, with the line “O
Romeo, Romeo! Wherefore art thou
Romeo?” in red type. Smith, who
got his start in book and publication
design, loved the idea of taking 
this well-known text and making
texture of it. The company has
plans for more Shakespearean
sheets with Two Gentleman of
Verona and Measure for Measure
next on the list.
ADVERTISING AWARD
David Chiu (Advertising, ’02) won
first prize in an international adver-
tising competition sponsored by
ihaveanidea and Coors Light. The
winners of the “Coors Light Win the
Wall” competition were announced
during Portfolio Night in Canada,
held at the Indian Motorcycle Cafe
& Lounge in downtown Toronto this
past May. In September, Chiu’s win-
ning advertisement for Coors Light
beer was painted on the massive
Coors Light Wall mural space in
downtown Toronto, and he was 
also awarded two semesters of
advertising/design school, paid for
by Coors Light. Chiu is using the
tuition scholarship to return to
OCAD for the degree program.
WHOM TO WEAR
Tyler Longshaw (Interdisciplinary
Studies, ’96) debuted his line of
men’s and women’s wear at
Montreal Fashion Week this past
summer. Previously a sculptor and
furniture designer, Longshaw comes
on the fashion scene with a collec-
tion described as sporty punk. The
line combines romantic styles with
modern athletic and street-wear
shapes. Wool and athletic fabrics
are juxtaposed, with short miniskirts
layered over tights. Longshaw com-
pletes his look by accessorizing the
outfits with biker gloves and com-
bat boots. The materials he uses
are often coarse, with ripped,
unhemmed edges. His men’s line
features modern army jackets, while
for women he offers bustiers and
cropped sweaters.
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PROFILE OF A RECENT GRADUATE  BY JESSICA GOLDMAN
KRISTINE MORAN
“I’ve always wanted to be an artist; I
just never thought it was possible to
be successful at it.” Modest words
from Drawing & Painting alumna
Kristine Moran, who graduated last
year with eight awards, including the
most prestigious OCAD medal, and
quickly found herself enjoying suc-
cess born of talent, a positive atti-
tude and hard work.
Moran’s first studies were in land-
scape architecture at Ryerson
University. “ I came to OCAD
because I realized that painting was
all I wanted to do,” says Moran,
“and I wanted a studio-based pro-
gram…with close access to the
Toronto arts community.”
That close access included the
relationships Moran developed with
faculty. “One of the best things
about going to OCAD,” recalls
Moran, “was the guidance and
encouragement from the Drawing
and Painting professors.”
Faculty of Art Professor Michèle
White was among the first to recog-
nize Moran’s potential. “Clearly,
Kristine’s background, her intentions
and the quality of her work posi-
tioned her to succeed,” said White.
“She quickly learned the rules and
procedures governing practice, then
responded with risk-taking originali-
ty. There was nothing she wasn't
prepared to fail with at first, then to
pick up and reformulate.”
Others at OCAD recognized
Moran’s talent, too. At the 2004
OCAD graduation ceremony, Moran
was awarded the Governor
General’s Academic Medal, the
Ontario College of Art & Design
Medal, the 410 Richmond Career-
Launcher Prize, the Drawing &
Painting Medallist Scholarship, the
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M.W.O. Forsyth Scholarship, the
Gallery 76 Award, the Nora E.
Vaughan Award and the M. Joan
Chalmers Scholarship.
“On viewing her student exhibition
at the OCAD gallery, I was taken
aback by the visual impact of the
works,” notes Jamie Angell,
Moran’s dealer and gallerist, “ I
remember thinking that if Kristine is
painting like this at the beginning of
her first year, then what can one
expect in the future? I saw huge
potential.”
Moran’s paintings have been
described as futuristic car crashes
brought to life by a mixture of
techniques such as pen and ink
and thick impasto. On the subject
of her own paintings, Moran says,
“They are about chaotic city living
in a time when speed, technology
and the media have created a sur-
real world—an imagined futuristic
world of flying cars and floating
structures, where things tend to go 
terribly wrong.”
Things may go wrong in the imag-
ined world of Moran’s paintings,
but in the real world of her painting
career, things are going wonderfully
right. Angell signed up Moran
immediately after seeing her first
exhibition, and her first solo show
sold out at Angell Gallery in Toronto
last May.
“I had to work really intensely to get
the paintings ready on time, since I
had already participated in several
group shows that year,” recalls
Moran. “I was fortunate to have the
OCAD thesis professors’ guidance
to polish things up.… When the
work was installed in the gallery, I
thought, ‘Even if nothing sells, I will
be happy because I worked so hard
and did the best I could.”
That hard work paid off in critical
acclaim as well as sales. Moran’s
show was well reviewed in the
Toronto Star (“one of the stronger
debuts in years”); National Post
(“strong paintings for a painter just
out of art school”) The Globe and
Mail (“a remarkably assured exhibi-
tion for so newly minted a painter,
and agreeable hot in its youthful,
pictorial urgencies”); and Border
Crossings (“Moran already displays
skills beyond her age and experi-
ence”).
But even with national press atten-
tion, Moran remains as modest as
ever. “ I’ve been reading art reviews
since I started at OCAD and only
dreamt that I could one day get
that kind of press,” she says.
“When it happened, I couldn’t
believe it was my name in those
articles.”
Internationally too, Moran is getting
noticed. She recently hosted a stu-
dio tour for a New York curator
working towards including her in
several group shows, and Angell
Gallery will hang her work in the
Miami Art Fair this December.
What Moran wants for her future
has not changed. “ If I could paint
full-time for the rest of my life, I
would be very, very happy.” And if
she achieves her goal, many others
will be very happy, too. 
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CURRY’S ARTISTS’ MATERIALS
DION DURRELL & ASSOCIATES INC.
JAYANNE A. ENGLISH
FCCP (ONT.) EDUCATION FOUNDATION
NOREEN FALKNER
JOHN AND PATRICIA FLETCHER
FOUR SEASONS HOTELS AND RESORTS
HOWARD GERRY
PETER F. HARRIS
JEAN JOHNSON
JONES & MORRIS PHOTO DIGITAL IMAGING LTD.
SARAH M. MCKINNON
MARK AND JUDY MCLEAN
HEATHER NICHOLSON
NIENKAMPER
OCAD PRINTMAKING
ONE OF A KIND SHOW AND SALE
OPSEU LOCAL 576
PACKAGING ASSOCIATION OF CANADA: 
ONTARIO CHAPTER
POLAROID CANADA INC.
PROVINCIAL CHAPTER OF ONTARIO IODE
QUANTICO CAPITAL CORP./GREGORY MILAVSKY
S. M. BLAIR FAMILY FOUNDATION
NAN L. SHUTTLEWORTH
TAKAO TANABE
THE CAROL & MORTON RAPP FOUNDATION
THE FRASER ELLIOTT FOUNDATION
THE NORMAN AND MARGARET JEWISON
CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
THE THOMSON CORPORATION
TORCOMP
TUCKER’S POTTERY SUPPLIES INC.
VAN HUIZEN BOOKBINDING & FINISHING
WOMEN’S ART ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
WOMEN’S ART ASSOCIATION OF HAMILTON
J.E.H. MACDONALD CIRCLE
(GIFTS OF $500 TO $999)
ANONYMOUS
ABRAHAM AND MALKA GREEN CHARITABLE
FOUNDATION
LINDA BOORMAN
IRA BUHOT-PERRY
IAN CHALMERS
DAVID AND VALERIE CHRISTIE
GREG S. DAMERY
DONNA MACLEAN
OCAD GALLERY
ONTARIO ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS
DOROTHY M. PURCHASE
STEVE L. QUINLAN
PETER SRAMEK
THE JAPANESE PAPER PLACE
THE K.M. HUNTER CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
HEATHER M. THOMSON
WINBERG FOUNDATION
EMANUEL HAHN CIRCLE
(GIFTS OF $250 TO $499)
HERBERT S. ALPERT
ARMURE STUDIOS
CASIMIR BART
BYREX GEMS INC.
ANDY CROSBIE
DORA DE PEDERY-HUNT
MRS. C. WARREN GOLDRING
NELLY HUBEL
NATALKA HUSAR
M. LORRE JENSEN
BURTON KRAMER
KAREN KRUPA
CATHY LACE
DAVID AND AUDREY MIRVISH
OCAD FACULTY ASSOCIATION
THOMAS W. OUCHTERLONY
JOSEPHINE POLERA
MIKE POSGAY AND IAN WARNER
DANIEL SOLOMON
ASSOCIATION OF REGISTERED INTERIOR
DESIGNERS OF ONTARIO
GEORGE AND RUTH TOLLER
ARTHUR LISMER CIRCLE
(GIFTS UP TO $100)
SANDRA ARONOWICZ
HELEN FITZGERALD BACON
SANDRA BEATT
GERALD BEEKENKAMP
ELEANOR BESEN
WILLIAM BIDDLE
CHRISTINE BISSELL
SHIRLEY BOHNEN
FAITH BURRIDGE
MARILYN CHAPMAN
ALBERT COLUCCI
JOHN COULL
CYLLA VON TIEDEMANN PHOTOGRAPHY
ULLA DJELWEH
GWEN EGAN
JOHN ELLIS
SARAH E. EYTON
MARGANN FITZPATRICK
RUTH A. FLOWER-DAVIES
G. & S. DYE AND ACCESSORIES LTD.
RODNEY GALBRAITH
GIDMAN DESIGN
MAE GIROUX
NEIL GRIEVE
FREDERICK R. HAGAN
MARTHA RANDI HELMERS
LYMAN AND ANN HENDERSON
BETTY HERMAN
ANN F. HOLLINGSHEAD
JOYCE M. HONSBERGER
TERRY AND SUSAN ILES
FRANCIS LEBOUTHILLIER
KWOK L. LO
JET MAITLAND
JOHN MASSIN
DORIS J. McCARTHY
DUNCAN McLAREN
JUNE MCLEAN
ISOBEL R. MENTALL
JONI MORIYAMA
ANDREA MUDRY FAWCETT
JOSEPH B. MUSCAT
BARBARA NEWMAN
MRS. NATALIE OPALINSKY
JUNE PALMER
EUGENIA PASTERNAK
FLORA ANN PATERSON
MARGARET V. PAULL
EARL PRESTON
REET PUHM
NOLEEN QUON
COLLEEN REID
F. DONALD REID
LENORE RICHARDS
ARNO SCHADT
CLAUDE A. SIMARD
MONTY AND JUDY SIMMONDS
MALCOLM JONES
ALLISON SKINNER
ROBERT SPRACHMAN
TONY STAPELLS
STEICHENLAB LIMITED
MARIE-JOSÉE THERRIEN
TOM A. THIRD
JOHN TORY
JUSTIN WADDELL
ANNE E. WESSELS
ELEANOR WHITELY
PAUL S. WHITTINGTON
DOROTHY J. WILSON
MURRAY WILSON MD
A.Y. JACKSON CIRCLE 
(GIFTS UP TO $99)
ANONYMOUS (3)
MARAL ASHDJIAN
WALTER BACHINSKI
DOUGLAS J. BACK
JENNIFER BARBEAU
COLIN BARCLAY
ALEIDA BRANDVOLD
BETSY A. BRAY
ELIZABETH S. BREDIN
ELSA BRODER
JANICE BROWN
JO ANNE BROWN
MARJORIE MCLORN BULL
PETER CALDWELL
JACQUELINE CAMPBELL
SYLVIA CHAN
NOEMI CHELLEW
SHELAGH MCHUGH CHERAK
CAROL CLARFIELD STERNBERG
ELAINE CLARFIELD-GITALIS
NORMAN CORKE
JUDITH DALEY
EDITT DAVIDOVICI
SHIRLEY M. DAVY
HAROLD FINE
ROBERT GAEDE
REBECCA GARRETT
CHERALEA GILBERT
BARBARA GOLDMAN
DR. J. M. GOODMAN
MARION R. GORDON
ERDMUTE GOTTSCHLING
CYNTHIA E. GRACE
JOAN AND HECTOR GREVILLE
JAMES H. HAZEL
APRIL HICKOX
NANCY E. HILBORN
JANE HINTON
TERESA HOLLAND
KENNETH HOOK
JANET L. HUNTEN
BARBARA IRVING
SANDRA JACKSON
PAMELA JARVIS
JOHN D. KEENAN
GEORGE W. KINSMAN
C. ELIZABETH KOESTER
ANDREW W. KRAJEWSKI
J. LA POINTE
NATALEE LABIAK
ALLAN G. LAING
BETH LAWRENCE
EDWARD LEARMONTH
ERIC J. LEE
MARY LEE
GINETTE LEGARE
JESSIE I. LONDON
SUSAN LOW-BEER
RICHARD LUSH
LYN MARNOCH LIDDLE
MARILYN MASLOVSKIS
WILLIAM G. McINTOSH
JOYCE MCQUISTON
RETA MCVIE
SHIRLEY C. MILLS
JOHN M. MOORE
ELLIOT MORRISON
CLAIRE WHEELER MOWAT
JO-ANN MUNRO
ANGIE NISHIKIHAMA
J.M. OPRATKO
MICHAEL PAGE
HELEN PARSONS SHEPHERD
STUART D. PASCOE
RUNDI PHELAN
DONOR
ONTARIO COLLEGE OF ART & DESIGN ANNUAL CAMPAIGN
Each year, hundred of donors – individuals, companies, foundations and
associations – provide financial support to meet some of the College’s
most immediate needs. Whether it’s for scholarships or bursaries, equip-
ment or facility improvements, or library and audiovisual resources, every
gift to OCAD makes a difference. We are very grateful to all those who
have made a contribution and acknowledge the important role they have
played in helping the College provide the best possible education to
Canada’s emerging artists and designers.
TION PG21
PAULETTE PHILLIPS
ANIKA PILESKI
JOHN C. PINKNEY
EVA PRESER
SYLVIA PTAK
ROSEMARY RADCLIFFE
EUGENE RADEWYCH 
LUCY REID
BARBARA M. RITCHIE
HERBERT A. RODMAN
SUE SACHS
ERIC SANGWINE
JUDITH SCOLNIK
BRUCE SHERMAN
MARILYN M. SHERMAN
JOHN SIDORCHUK
KAREN SILVERA
JOAN WADDELL SOUTER
ROCHELLE SPEKKENS
ELSE STAAL NIELSEN
ILGVARS STEINS
JOZEF SYPER
CHRISTOPHER TERRY
GORD THOMPSON
HUGH R. THORNTON
LINDA J. TROWELL
ILONKA VAN STEENWYK
JOAN E. VATCHER
SHEILA J. WAITE-CHUAH
JOHN WAMPLER
PHILIP WEISS
ANNE S. WEISZ
JUDITH J. WELBOURN
DIANA WESSELS
NORMAN WHITE
LYNN YAMAZAKI
--
ENDOWMENT GIFTS
Gifts to endow scholarships and specific
areas of study at OCAD provide a lasting
benefit to students. We are very grateful to
the following donors for their support:
THE ESTATE OF ELLEN ADAMS
JAMES B. ALDRIDGE
ODNA BRAIN
BERT AND MARY LOU CURTIS
GERALD FREEMAN
CLAIRE W. FREEMAN
LISA FREEMAN
MARK FREEMAN AND ANNAMIE PAUL
YVONNE GILLESPIE
CELIA HIRSH
ARMURE STUDIOS
BAYLIE KASTNER
JACK LADOWSKY
DORION AND BERNIE LIEBGOTT
MAVIS LIPMAN
BERTHA AND DAVID MACELWAIN
PATRICK A. THIBERT
TONY AND JANE URQUHART
--
GIFTS IN KIND
Gifts of art, books, equipment and other
items provide special support for the library,
student projects and specific program 
areas at OCAD. The following donors are
acknowledged for their contributions over
the past year.
ABOVEGROUND ART SUPPLIES
ACCUSCREEN SUPPLIES LTD.
ARMURE STUDIOS
ATLAS MACHINERY
RONNA BLOOM
CORINNE CARLSON
HELEN CASANOVA
JACK CASSADY
CHARLES STREET VIDEO
PETER COATES
CURRY’S ARTISTS’ MATERIALS
CHARLOTTE DAFOE
DALER-ROWNEY
KAREN DIADICK CASSELMAN
ROSEMARY DONEGAN
EXCLUSIVE FILM & VIDEO LAB
BELINDA FAIRFOUL
ADRIENNE FOLB
G. & S. DYE AND ACCESSORIES LTD.
GESSWEIN CANADA
SUZANNE GREENAWAY
HANDY & HARMAN OF CANADA, LIMITED
LEE HENDERSON
MARLA HLADY
ELIZABETH M. HOLBROOK
IBM CANADA LTD.
IMPERIAL SMELTING & REFINING CO. OF
CANADA LTD.
INTERACCESS
CANDICE KING-STEWART
KODAK CANADA INC.
STAN KRZYZANOWSKI
LACY & COMPANY LTD.
SHEILA LAMB
RENEE LEVITT
LEE LORCH
MADISON PHOTO MURALS
PETER MAH
GUY McCRUM
WRIK MEAD
METALURGE
LYNNE MILGRAM
CHARLES MILGROM
CHARLOTTE MUSKAT
ARTURO NAGEL
OPEN STUDIO
DAVID OTTERSON
CONSUELO PAJOR
MIKE POSGAY
TED PRICE
STEVE L. QUINLAN
DAVID SCOPICK
SITAG
SOLWAY METAL SALES
STEICHENLAB LIMITED
THE ESTATE OF MARIE BORNSTEIN
THE JAPANESE PAPER PLACE
MARIE-JOSÉE THERRIEN
TORONTO IMAGE WORKS
TORONTO ANIMATED IMAGE SOCIETY
TRINITY SQUARE VIDEO
ILONKA VAN STEENWYK
GEORGE WEBB
COLETTE WHITEN
WILLIAM F. WHITE LIMITED
SHIRLEY YANOVER
JANE AND EB ZEIDLER
--
TRIBUTE GIFTS 
Gifts were made in honour or memory of
the following people during the past year:
IN HONOUR
CLAIRE FREEMAN
GEOFFREY ROCHE
IN MEMORY
PATRICIA ALPERT
MYRA BAROOK
OLIVE BROWN
ROBIN AND DOREEN CUMINE
WENDY CURTIS
TED FALKNER
ROSS FLETCHER
VELLO HUBEL
MARTIN KASTNER
PETER MACELWAIN
ED AND JUNE MCCORMACK
ROSS MENDES
SHARON MERKUR
MARSH URQUHART
WHODUNIT? OCAD MYSTERY 
ART SALE
Our sincere thanks to the sponsors, donors,
in-kind contributors, guests, volunteers and
more than 500 participating artists who
helped make our event a great success!
À LA CARTE KITCHEN INC.
APPLE CANADA INC.
BMO FINANCIAL GROUP (PRESENTING
SPONSOR)
PAUL AND KAYE BEESTON
BOMBAY SAPPHIRE
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS
BOWNE
BRUCE MAU DESIGN
BURRY SIGN STUDIO INC.
GEORGE AND MARTHA BUTTERFIELD
CANADIAN ART MAGAZINE
CANADIAN IMAGING ASSOCIATES INC.
CFRB NEWSTALK 1010
CHAIR-MAN MILLS
COLOURGENICS
LIONEL CONACHER AND JOAN DEA
DAVID CRAVEN
CURRY’S ARTIST’S MATERIALS
DUFFLET PASTRIES
DOONE AND GEORGE ESTEY
FOUR SEASONS HOTELS AND RESORTS
MURRAY AND NANCY FRUM
MARIA GABANKOVA
GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM
SUSAN AND GREG GUICHON
HEWLETT PACKARD
JACKSON-TRIGGS
PETER JEWETT AND ROBIN CAMPBELL
KETEL ONE VODKA
MARY SUSANNE LAMONT
DOUGLAS LUDWIG
DORIS McCARTHY
MCCARTHY TÉTRAULT
PAMELA MACFARLANE
ALISON McDONALD
JUNE AND W.F. MCLEAN
DAVID MERRILL
NOW MAGAZINE
CHARLES PACHTER
JEANNE PARKIN
CAROL AND MORTON RAPP
JOHN REEVES
LIONEL AND CAROL SCHIPPER
SOAPBOX DESIGN
STELLA ARTOIS
THE GLOBE AND MAIL
THE HENRY WHITE KINNEAR FOUNDATION
THE MARTINI CLUB
THE MOVEABLE FEAST
THE ROTMAN FAMILY FOUNDATION
UNISOURCE CANADA INC.
WESTBURY NATIONAL SHOW SYSTEMS LTD.
WHITNEY MUSEUM OF AMERICAN ART
--
ONTARIO COLLEGE OF ART &
DESIGN AT THE INTERIOR 
DESIGN SHOW
Our sincere thanks to the sponsors, donors,
in-kind contributors, guests, volunteers and
exhibitors who helped make this event a
great success!
5TH BUSINESS ASSOCIATES
APOTEX FOUNDATION
ARTSIDE MURALS
KARINEH BABAYAN
BB BARGOONS
RUDOLF BIKKERS
BOUNTY CANADIAN CRAFT AT 
HARBOURFRONT CENTRE
BRUNSCHWIG & FILS INC.
BUTTERFIELD & ROBINSON
CANADA BLOOMS: THE TORONTO FLOWER
AND GARDEN SHOW
CREEKSIDE ESTATE WINERY
DE BOER’S FURNITURE
DELTA FAUCET
DEN BOSCH + FINCHLEY
ERGOCENTRIC SEATING SYSTEMS
FARROW & BALL
FELT
FLEUR-DE-LIS INTERIOR DESIGN
ROBERT AND JULIA FOSTER
GALILE STONE LTD.
GALLERY 133
ROBERT GREEN
GREENTEA DESIGN
HARBOUR GALLERY
HARVEST HOUSE FINE FURNITURE
HEATHER CAMPBELL TEXTILE DESIGN
HOIS IRONWORKS LTD.
HOLLACE CLUNY
IAN J. HOUSTON
IRON DREAMS
ITALINTERIORS
JENN-AIR
JOHN MCKINNON STUDIO
POPSY JOHNSTONE
JUST DESK LEATHERS
K.I. + CO.
KAREN JACK DESIGNS
KEILHAUER
GENE KINOSHITA
KRAVET CANADA
KRONAN CYCLE NORTH AMERICA
LOLAH
MAFU ART STUDIO
MOCK DESIGN
MOTIFS - APPLIQUÉ CREATIONS
NOT JUST PILLOWS BY JULIA WEST HOME
ONI ONE BY CECCONI SIMONE
OSBORNE + LITTLE
BERNARD OSTRY
PARA PAINTS
GORDON PETERAN
PIPER HEIDSIECK
PHYLLIS PLATT
PRIMAVERA INTERIOR FURNISHINGS
QUASI MODO
CAROL RAPP
RIDPATH’S FINE FURNITURE
RITCHIE’S AUCTIONEERS & APPRAISERS
JOEL AND LINDA ROSE
ROYAL LIGHTING
HONEY AND BARRY SHERMAN
SPACE FURNITURE
MICHAEL STEWART
THE GLOBAL GROUP
THE HOME STYLING COMPANY
THE JOAN EILEY SHOWROOM
THE NIENKÄMPER STORE
UMBRA
URBAN MODE
EDGAR N. WRIGHT
XENIA TALER DESIGN INC.
XIT DESIGNS
ZICADA PICTURE FRAMING

